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Running out of time lyrics

Keep up to date with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Through the power of language, hip-hop poets help us shape our world and bring us closer to theirs. Rap has produced so many quote lines and clever lyrics. From time to time, however, you will hear a rhyme that makes you giggle, shake
your head or bury your face in your palm. Sometimes it's a whole verse. Or a whole song. These things happen. We can't hear lyrics, so we might as well laugh at them. From mathematical misfires to unfortunate puns, here are the 25 worst rap lyrics: Adger Cowans / Getty Images Rule nombre uno ... Notorious B.I.G. is
one of the greatest songwriters of all time, and it is not polite to speak ill of the dead. Let's just say that everyone in the studio at the time of the recording was so well captivated by Biggie's flow that they overlooked his shaky Spanglish on 10 Crack Commandments. Ian Gavan / Getty Images No need to lie, folk, why
sleep with your eyes closed? Perhaps Timbaland is trying to educate us about the distinction between sleeping with your eyes closed and sleeping with your eyes partially or completely open, a condition known as lagoftalmos. Maybe not. Johnny Sunez/WireImage/Getty Images I can double my density from 360 degrees
to 720 instantly. Obviously, Canibus slept until third grade when they went over the units of measurement. Dr. Billy Ingram/WireImage/Getty Images Thirty-eight gravitates like the sun around the Earth. Speaking of sleeping in class, it looks like Jay Z missed basic astronomy in science class. Johnny
Sunez/WireImage/Getty Images N****s in the Bronx tell me Lex because I push a Lex, and I rock a Rolex, and I lounge on Lex Let's Do Math: Uptown Baby was released in 1998. It was probably recorded a year earlier. What are the chances that Cory Gunz wrote this line for his father at the age of 10? Ken
Weingart/Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images Never let me slip, because if I slip, then I'm slippin. You already know that Dr. Dre is one of the greatest hip-hop producers of all time. But did you know he's also one of the greatest prophesying emcsees of all time? Who else could slip while saying Never let me slip?
Matthew Simmons/WireImage/Getty Images My Single Point is worth five microphones A 12-song LP, which is thirty-six microphones (uh-huh) Apparently, the Redman computer is a bit off. Notice he ad-libs his math for the accent. It's similar to faceplanting while taking a selfie. KMazur/WireImage/Getty Images Don't try
to treat me like I'm not famous my excuses, you're in astrology Because I am, I'm trying to make Uranus You're probably thinking, Kanye, genius. You probably know something about astrology that we don't. And that's why you're the one making millions out of music. If you think about it, you're probably Kanye West. Jon
Super/Getty Pictures a child of destiny You're the child of my destiny You're my child with the child from Destiny's Child You know that Jay had to try this at least once, given his wife's past. Luckily, he realized how stupid that sounds and never tried again. Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic/Getty Pictures When you take a sip you
buzz like a wasp Billy Shakespeare wrote a bunch of sonnets. Cut lFO some soft. These guys graduated from the Vanilla Ice Institute of Hip-Hop and decided to try their hands at random word association. John Ricard/FilmMagic/Getty Pictures Sometimes y'all get crimey, grimy but those with a little hiney get her whiny
whiny. Someone should have told Cam this restless rhyme thing is stupid. Bennett Raglin / BET / Getty Pictures for BET I'm Hungry for Cheese Like Hunger, Hungry Hippo. That's a funny line. You can view exactly how hungry it is for cheese (aka money) whenever he repeats the word hungry. Another hungry one and
we're talking about I'm going to eat a dollar-dollar butter bill at this hungry moment. Chelsea Lauren/ Getty Pictures If you don't bring back m **** r f**** n money or m **** r f**** n drugs, you can forget about Christmas n***a, because it's not gon even see new year. This line only makes sense if you are planning almost a
calendar year before. Since it is not clear what calendar P is using, it is practically neutrals threat. Gary Gershoff/Getty Images It's like tax, either, enemy, smoke, I smell the blood of a jealous of *s punk. Here Prodigy turns into nursery rhymes. Hiroyuki Ito/Getty First Family Images will gradually raise that *s up as gravity.
Gravity is not what Lil' Fame thinks it is. Sir Isaac Newton must return to his grave. John Ricard/FilmMagic/Getty Images D.D.T.b ***h, can go for a few hours. Let Parlae strike, together we like the twin towers. A quality of great composers is to know what is sacred and unfunny. As tempting as it is, there's nothing funny
about a Twin Towers joke. Tim Mosenfelder/Getty Images I like them black, white, Puerto Rican, or Haitian as Japanese, Chinese, or even Asian. As for Chingy, Asian is a separate nationality. Jared C. Tilton/Getty Images I'll break down for you now, baby it's simple If you're a nymphomaniac, I'll be a nymphomaniac.
Aside from the gender issue, the funny thing is that 50 later tried to sell a brand of Magic Stick condoms. He gave it a harder job than Kevin Federline's rap career. Johnny Sunez/Getty Images Thirty-two grams raw, cut in half, get 16, double it three times. We have 48, which means a lot of cream Divide the profit by four,
let it down by eight We go back to 16... Foxy Brown's verse on Affirmative Action holds record for the worst math in a song. Some think that Nas ghostwrote this line, which makes it even more hilarious. Chris Polk/FilmMagic/Getty Pictures You have a bill in my mouth I'm Hillary Rodham. This is probably one of those
things you say to your friends when you're drunk and laugh politely. They don't want you to feel insecure about how drunk you really are. Gilbert Carrasquillo / Getty Pictures Young, Black, and Famous, with money sit anus. That's the kind of money you wouldn't want to touch before breakfast. would say your mother, go
and wash your hands! Hayley Madden/Redferns/Getty Images might get more money than me, but it's not got the skills to eat an ass n***a like me. To be fair, Canibus used this line in the context of a battle. He probably meant that as a metaphor. However, it stands out every time you listen to Second Round KO. Hayley
Madden/Redferns/Getty Pictures Now you know I'm the Queen of Miami. All that loud talk, Lyin, keep your mother. Sounds like Blah, blah blah, blah blah-blah, I'm like uh-huh (uh-huh) OK (OK), Whassup (whassup) Shut up! Real lyrics. John Ricard/FilmMagic/Getty Pictures I'm hot because I'm flying/You're not cause you
don't. Do you remember Mims? Did he have a hit on no. He somehow gave up an album. Headlined looks kind of. He accomplished these great deeds with a song titled That's why I'm hot, but he couldn't effectively explain why he's hot and I'm not. Joseph Okpako/Redferns via Getty Images Trayvon Martin, I am never
missing my target. too much. Too rude. Too soon. He made the situation worse by trying to clarify what he meant. Saying I'm reminding people that if you're a black person or a black person for that matter in this country, it has to be accurate it doesn't make any sense. Comparing players from different eras is difficult
because the football game has evolved so much over the years. And unlike some other sports, statistics, while a great starting point, are not always the biggest indicator as to which is the best of the best. There are aspects of the game that cannot be measured in numbers. With that in mind, we looked at the many great
NFL careers and put together this list of top ten running back of all time. Mike Powell/Allsport/Getty Images A six-time pro bowl selection and two-time All Pro, Marcus Allen was the first player to ever win more than 10,000 feet rushing and receiving 5,000 yards during his career. Spend time with both the Los Angeles
Raiders and the Kansas City Chiefs, he was considered not only an explosive threat from the backfield, but one of the best short-yardage and goal-line runners ever. When Allen retired from the game, he held what was then an NFL record with 123 touchdowns. In he wore the ball 3,022 times on 12,243 meters and
added 5,411 received meters. He also set records in Super Bowl XVIII, with a 73-meter run and 191-meter rush overall. Focus on Sport/Getty Images Marshall Faulk began his NFL career in Indianapolis and has been a force since for the Colts. But it was his days with the St. Louis Rams that he's most remembered for.
Playing on one of the most prolific offensives of all time, he was a versatile weapon as both a runner and a receiver. And it was his versatility that continued to oppose defense sway inglets off balance because he was such an effective weapon in the Rams' legendary attack. The only player in NFL history who has had
12,000 feet in a hurry and 6,000 feet receiving, Faulk is also the only one who has scored more than 70 rushing touchdowns and more than 30 receiving touchdowns. And that's enough to land a spot on the list of the ten best running back of all time. John Trainor/Flickr/CC 2.0 If longevity were the biggest key in the
standings running back, Emmitt Smith, who played 15 years in the NFL, would be at the top of the list. But it's not. He is, however, one of the most complete backs to ever play the game. He could run. He could catch the ball. And it could block. He was also an extraordinary team leader. Smith spent most of his career at
the Dallas Cowboys before moving to the Arizona Cardinals. During this period, he became the NFL leader of all time and played for three winning Super Bowl teams. He is also the only running back to ever win a Super Bowl championship, NFL MVP award, NFL rushing crown, and Super Bowl Most Valuable Player
award all in the same season. Focus on Sports/Getty Images Because of the injury, Gale Sayers played in just 68 games during his NFL career, but because of the way he dominated, there is no doubt that it's worth including in the top ten running back of all time. He broke out onto the NFL stage breaking the record for
essays in a season with 22 during his rookie year. And he still holds the record for most touchdowns in a game of six, which also came during his rookie campaign. Before a serious knee injury, Sayers was selected as the All Pro for all the first five seasons. He also earned Rookie of the Year honors in 1965 and is still
regarded as perhaps the greatest returning man to ever play this game. David Madison/Getty Images compiled by the Los Angeles Rams in 1983, Eric Dickerson quickly established himself as a rising NFL star to win Rookie of the Year, Player of the Year, All Pro, and Pro Bowl honors while setting rookie records with
1,808 feet rushing and 18 touchdowns on the field. And that season was just the tip of the iceberg as he went to cut and make his way to an illustrious 11-year NFL career. Throughout his career, Dickerson has been named All Pro five times and has been for the Pro Bowl six times. And in 1984, he set a record of one
season, with 2,105 meters, while occupying the 100 meters in 12 matches. He is also the fastest of all back runs to be outclassed by the 10,000-meter mark by eclipsing the set in just 91 games. B Bennett/Getty First Images and only runs back to mark 2,000 meters in a 14-game season, O.J. Simpson has unfortunately
become known more for his infamous off-field activities than his achievements on the ground. There is, however, no denying the talent he once had while carrying a football. Blessed with an incredible explosion, Simpson fired through holes in the line and used his world-class speed to overtake the downfield defenders.
He retired as the No. 2 field gainer of all time, behind just Jim Brown, and had an NFL-best six games of 200 yards. Despite the negative image he's cultivated since retirement, no list of the top ten running backwards of all time would be complete without him. Focus on Sports/Getty Images with incredibly low-body
strength and a low-weight center, it's often been said that trying to bring down Earl Campbell was like trying to tackle a £245 bowling. One of the more physical runners in NFL history, he punished defenders with his imposing style of play and simply wore down the defense over the course of a game. Over a period of
three consecutive years, Campbell led the league in a hurry, which was something only Jim Brown had done before. He was also named All Pro three years in a row and appointed to five Pro Bowl teams during his eight-year career. His physical play may have led to the liquidation of his career a little shorter than he
could have, but he still managed to carry the ball 2187 times for 9,407 yards and 74 touchdowns. Detroit running back Barry Sanders #20 skip skipped a Lion teammate during the NFL game against the Tampa Bay Buccaneers at Tampa Stadium in Tampa, Florida, on October 2, 1994. The Buccaneers defeated the
Lions 24-14. Rick Stewart/Getty Images Barry Sanders was probably the most eassive and electrifying runner the game he's ever seen. His ability to cut on a dime and quickly accelerate to the speed of top frustrated defenders and have made him a threat to score from anywhere on the pitch at all times. Incredibly, he
was called the All Pro and made the Pro Bowl in all ten seasons. He earned Rookie of the Year honors as well as an MVP. He also set numerous records. But he's never won a championship. Because of the loose culture that was the Detroit Lions, Sanders left the game while still very much in his prime, just 1,457 yards
ahead of Walter Payton's career rushing record. Had he not retired prematurely, he would most likely have reigned as the league's leader today. Bill Smith/Getty Pictures there was probably never a more complete running back than Chicago Bears Walter Payton. He was among the best in the game at running the ball.
He was an extraordinary receiver from the backfield. And he was a prolific blocker who could blow up a quarterback like no one else. Despite having played most of his career behind below average offensive lines, Payton was still an all pro six times, was selected to play in nine Pro Bowls, was MVP NFL, and won a
Super Bowl. He also, at the time of his retirement, held records for most quarrying meters rushing, most net yards combined, most seasons with more than 1,000 feet rushing, most rushing yards in a single game, most rushing essays, and most receptions by a running back, Focus on Sports/Getty Images When you
watch the band of Jim Brown during his game days, he seems to be a man who plays against boys. And the biggest argument against him being the best running back of all time is that defenders during his generation simply weren't as big as they are today. The thing his critics fail to consider, however, when making this
argument is that if he played today, he would be aware of all the latest training techniques and advances in nutrition and would be bigger, stronger, and faster himself. Brown has led the NFL in a hurry in eight of his nine seasons, and his 5.2 yards-per-carry average is the highest ever of all the back with 750 or more
bears. He was also named NFL's Most Valuable Player Three Times during his career. Career.
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